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ABSTRACT

Neurodegenerative diseases (NDs) are characterized by specific dysfunction and damage of neurons 
related to pathologically changed proteins that deposit in the patient brain but also in peripheral or-
gans. These proteins can be used for therapy or used as biomarkers. Except for a plethora of alterations 
revealed for dissimilar neurodegeneration-related proteins, amyloid-β, prion protein, TAR DNA-binding 
protein 43 (TDP-43, transactive response DNA binding protein 43 kDa), tau and α-synuclein, or fused 
in sarcoma protein (FUS), molecular classification of NDs depend on the full morphological assessment 
of protein deposits, their spreading in the brain, and their correspondence to clinical signs with specific 
genetic modifications. The current chapter represents the etiology of neurodegeneration, classification 
of NDs, concentrating on the maximum applicable biochemical and anatomical characteristics and 
most imperative NDs.

INTRODUCTION

NDs are usually characterized as disorders with particular loss of neurons and distinctive association 
of utilitarian frameworks characterizing clinical symptoms (Kovacs et al., 2010). Full biochemical, and 
molecular pathological inspections have extended this definition. Many investigations have proven that 
proteins with changed physicochemical properties were aggregated in the human brain in NDs. Deposi-
tion of proteins has controlled to the meaning of the conformational ailments (Carrell and Lomas, 1997). 
Thus, the physical compliance of a physiological protein adjustment, which outcomes in a changed 
capacity or harmful intra or additional cell deposition. Changes in the encoding genes are identified 
with innate types of infection. Every one of these investigations have prompted recategorization of 
many issues, and opened new ways for remedial methodologies. The focal part of proteins has been 
converted into biomarker explore and furthermore into the advancement of novel restorative procedures. 
To be sure, immunization against α-synuclein, amyloid-β (Aβ), or tau has been investigated, specifically 
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that these proteins appear to proliferate cell-to-cell and might be available to antibodies (Kovacs et al., 
2010; Kovacs and Budka, 2010). Infection changing remedial methodologies may require decreasing 
the production, keeping the conglomeration or potentially upgrading the leeway of the neurotic types of 
proteins. These perspectives likewise stress the significance of protein-based grouping of NDs and its 
interpretation into in vivo biomarkers equipped for distinguishing illnesses as right on time as could be 
allowed. Protein-based biomarkers would be required for the stratification of patients for against protein 
treatments, specifically since a significant number of the NDs demonstrate covering clinical highlights 
and furthermore consolidated affidavit of proteins (Kovacs and Budka, 2010). Many scatters are related to 
the degeneration of neurons, including immunological clutters; besides, a few quality changes prompt the 
brokenness of the encoded proteins (Kovacs et al., 2010). Be that as it may, not these procedures connect 
with minutely perceivable protein testimonies, in any event not with the right now connected systems. 
For instance, in inherited spastic paraplegia, the neuropathological examination, without learning of the 
clinical manifestations, can propose the condition yet there are no particular protein incorporations that 
enable the onlooker to connect the pathology to a particular gene transformation (Kovacs et al., 2010; 
Kovacs and Budka, 2010). Using specific antibodies against ND-related proteins leads to a specific of 
description of novel neuropathological phenotypes and the development of trusted diagnostic standards 
(Rahimi and Kovacs, 2014). There are a reasonable number of possible mixtures of proteinopathies, also 
related to in the link of varied pathologies (Rahimi and Kovacs, 2014; Kovacs, 2016). The objectives 
of the chapter are to focus on causes of NDs, factors which are implemented in the pathophysiology of 
different NDs, classification of NDs and the outline of the some important NDs.

BACKGROUND

Neurodegeneration is a big term for a range of conditions which mainly affect cells (neurons) in the 
brain. These cells degenerate, which result in the development of dementia and/or movement disorders. 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD) are the two most public neurodegenerative 
disorders (Tutar and Tutar, 2010). At present much knowledge is being accumulated concerning the 
disease mechanisms, but the causative factors of these conditions are still largely unknown. Develop-
ment of NDs has not been illustrated for a long time. To date, an assortment of components have been 
proposed for clarifying protein misfolding and protein accumulation, in any case we can’t comprehend 
the system plainly at the molecular and cell premise. Useful proteins must pass a quality control pro-
cess as far as collapsing to perform catalysis, cell transport, signal transmission and direction. In any 
case, an assortment of basic and ecological variables impact this procedure adversely (Tutar and Tutar, 
2010). The rate of sickness movement (i.e., the length of a given neuropathological arrange) and clinical 
introduction additionally fluctuate starting with one patient then onto the next. Youthful beginning PD 
patients, for instance, regularly have a more incessant family history of PD and a more factor survival 
rate in respect to those without the familial history (Tutar and Tutar, 2010). A few investigations of 
the Aβ protein totals, which cause AD, likewise demonstrate that the presence of particular shapes in 
Aβ totals, 40 deposit Aβ (Aβ40) and 42 buildup Aβ fibril structures, and distinguish the unmistakable 
strain-particular qualities (characterized as “strainness”) of the types of AD by the diverse adaptation 
of the totals (Tutar and Tutar, 2010).

There is however restricted learning about the components that decide singular variety. People that 
convey a similar transformation in a similar illness causing quality may show a scope of various clinical 
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